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UNMASKED! THOUSANDS OF ANTIFA THUGS
DOXXED
SEPTEMBER 22, 2017 | BY DONN MARTEN

In what could be a devastating blow to the marauding masked

thugs of ANTIFA, a list of personal and social media information

on thousands has been compiled and was posted online.

This is not good news for the left and the ANTIFA apologists in

the media who have failed to call out the violent black-clad goon

squads that continually show up at pro-Trump events and use the

same intimidation tactics as Hitler’s infamous Sturmabteilung to

shut down the First Amendment rights of Americans and their

ability to engage in political activities.

According to reports from left-wing propaganda website ButtFeed

BuzzFeed, the list was accumulated by members of the 4Chan
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Protesterscommunity which has been labeled as chockful of white

supremacists, Nazis, anti-Semites and worse.

The hysterical manner in which this is being reported shows that

what has functioned basically as a paramilitary arm of the

Democratic party is now being outed in great numbers, it is the

equivalent of ripping their masks off.

Via The Hill “Trump supporters dig up personal information on

thousands of Trump opponents”:

Supporters of President Trump have compiled a list
containing personal information on thousands of
people they believe are either opposed to Trump or
associated with left-wing “anti-fascist” or “antifa”
groups.

Trump supporters release personal information of
thousands of Trump protestors: hill.cm/OlBpzHM
11:25 AM - Sep 22, 2017
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The list, reported by BuzzFeed, has been circulated
and added to on the internet since at least April. The
list, which began on 4Chan’s controversial /Pol/ board
as a loose collection of names, phone numbers,
addresses and social media accounts of Trump critics,
has since grown into an organized document spread
across the internet.

The list has also been posted on text repository site
Pastebin. Several versions of the list appear to have
been removed either by moderators of /Pol/, a haven
for white supremacist and anti-Semitic material, or
Pastebin.

The list, which is still on Pastebin, appears to violate
the company’s terms of use, which bars users from
posting email lists, hacked data and personal
information. Versions of the list are also being hosted
on other domains by pro-Trump and or far-right
individuals.

Pastebin did not immediately return The Hill’s request
for comment.
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Via BuzzFeed “Trump Supporters Quietly Built A Massive List

With The Personal Information Of Thousands Of People”:

The list began traveling the dark corners of the
internet around April as a scattered collection of
names, addresses, phone numbers, and social media
accounts. It’s now a massive organized database of
thousands of people.

On Thursday, a 4chan user linked to a massive
pastebin document in a thread called “ANTIFA GETS
DOXXED.”

The pastebin file has been traveling around the
internet since at least April. It started as a scattered

Trump Supporters Quietly Built A Massive
List With The Personal Information Of
Thousands Of People
The list began traveling the dark corners of the internet around April
as a scattered collection of names, addresses, phone numbers and
social media accounts. It's now a massive organized databas
buzzfeed.com
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collection of names, phone numbers, addresses, and
social media accounts of about 3,000 people — and
now, months later, it’s grown into a massive organized
database of apparently thousands more.

Normally this humble author wouldn’t recommend BuzzFeed as a

reputable source simply because it is crap – remember the 35-

page PeeGate dossier – but this is a very well-presented article

with plenty of screenshots so it can be read HERE. Check it out!

In reality, doxxing has been used by ANTIFA along with it’s more

mainstream liberal allies to get people who show up at events

that may include controversial figures and views fired from their

jobs. It’s a pretty lousy and cowardly thing to do but it works.

Looks like the shoe is on the other foot now.

It’s #4 on Saul Alinsky’s list of “Rules for Radicals”:

“Make the enemy live up to its own book of rules.”
If the rule is that every letter gets a reply, send 30,000
letters. You can kill them with this because no one can
possibly obey all of their own rules.

If there were laws to prevent masked troublemakers from inciting

violence or a formal declaration that ANTIFA is indeed a domestic

terror organization this would not even be necessary but anything

that outs these fanatics can’t be a bad thing despite what the

hand-wringers in the media think as they rush to have the lists

removed from Pastebin and other sites.

The database could also provide a useful tool to law enforcement

if the restraints are removed and they are turned loose on this

anti-American terrorist filth.
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 • Reply •

Mark726 • a day ago

Progs hate to have to deal with their own tactics.

 18△ ▽

− ⚑

 • Reply •

oneteedoffpatriot  • 17 hours ago> Mark726

Because they don't know how to.

 1△ ▽

− ⚑

 • Reply •

WmCraig  • 2 hours ago> Mark726

Which is why we should understand the rules for
radicals. Even Saul Alinsky could never understand
why conservatives did not apply the rules. Ignoring
them is like taking a sword to a gunfight and the
progressives have all the guns

△ ▽

− ⚑

 • Reply •

Raptor Keeper MAGA ! • a day ago

IT'S TIME TO START MAKING HOUSE CALLS

 15△ ▽

− ⚑

 • Reply •

wildedog  • 21 hours ago> Raptor Keeper MAGA !

Amen , brother !

 2△ ▽

− ⚑

 • Reply •

Deplorably Blkwater  
• 11 hours ago

> wildedog

Its a Lady.

△ ▽

− ⚑

White Dog • a day ago

Great news. It's time to expose these anarchists to the world.

− ⚑
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 • Reply •

Great news. It's time to expose these anarchists to the world.
If only Jeff Sessions and DOJ would get to work on Antifa.

 13△ ▽

 • Reply •

JIMMY3LEGS • a day ago

Banks and Government buildings ban patrons from wearing
masks or concealing their faces. It should also be against the
law for protestors or counter protestors - whether they be
robed KKK members, or rock throwing Antifa rioters.

 10△ ▽

− ⚑

 • Reply •

Roxanne7  • a day ago> JIMMY3LEGS

As far as I am concerned anyone wearing a mask is a
legit target

 7△ ▽
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 • Reply •

Amber • a day ago

Awesome! 
They are gonna loose their fukn sh!t!  
Grab the popcorn.

 10△ ▽

− ⚑

 • Reply •

Roxanne7  • a day ago> Amber

Can I has extra butter on my popcorn ?

 6△ ▽

− ⚑

 • Reply •

Amber  • a day ago> Roxanne7

Extra, extra butter.

 3△ ▽
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 • Reply •

Jackalope • a day ago

At first I thought all of these Antifa would be upset because
they could lose their jobs and then DUH !

 7△ ▽

− ⚑

Mark Dreher • a day ago

That's, what they look like??

Holy cripes!

Anti fascists, that look worse 

− ⚑
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 • Reply •

Then fascists ever did!

God.. Protect us, from them!

Amen..

 10△ ▽

 • Reply •

tempus irrigandum arbor MAGA • a day ago

Satan is not going to like this. Not one little bit.

 6△ ▽

− ⚑

 • Reply •

jonn • a day ago

BWHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHA!

LOSERS!

 6△ ▽
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 • Reply •

wavesawyer • a day ago

KNOW THE ENEMY

 6△ ▽

− ⚑

 • Reply •

Les I  • 15 hours ago> wavesawyer

Thy

△ ▽

− ⚑

 • Reply •

wavesawyer  • 5 hours ago> Les I

DEATH TO ANARCHISTS

△ ▽

− ⚑

 • Reply •

VietnamVet1967 • a day ago

I would love to see the cops . stray them with Red Paint
instead of water, everytime they get close

 5△ ▽

− ⚑

 • Reply •

⭐  Orphan • 21 hours ago

LMAO. About time. I have been screaming for the right to
turn the tables and use their own tactics against them.
Betcha they are in melt down mode for law enforcement to
do something.

 3△ ▽

− ⚑
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 • Reply • 3△ ▽

 • Reply •

joe • a day ago

It is good to know what kind of shiiit is in the bag.

 3△ ▽

− ⚑

 • Reply •

dogbert • a day ago

If they truly believe in the cause, whatever it is, they should
not hide who they are. That they do hide shows they are
cowards and only believe in the cause when no one knows
who they are. I guess that is self-evident.

 3△ ▽

− ⚑

 • Reply •

Sniph Mifinger • 21 hours ago

Antifa has another riot planned for October 9 in every
city...prepare

 2△ ▽

− ⚑

 • Reply •

MAGA Forever • a day ago

Antifa unable to protest...mostly grounded

 2△ ▽
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 • Reply •

I Love You • a day ago

"Our democracy has no room for inciting violence or
endangering the public, no matter the ideology of those who
commit such acts. The violent actions of people calling
themselves antifa [sic] in Berkeley this weekend deserve
unequivocal condemnation, and the perpetrators should be
arrested and prosecuted." - Nancy Pelosi

http://www.foxnews.com/poli...

 2△ ▽

− ⚑

 • Reply •

⭐  Orphan  • 21 hours ago> I Love You

She really said that? Shocked

△ ▽

− ⚑

 • Reply •

oneteedoffpatriot  • 17 hours ago> ⭐  Orphan

She didn't mean a word of it. She's one of
those behind it.

 3△ ▽

− ⚑

⭐  Orphan  
• 8 hours ago

> oneteedoffpatriot

Yea I know. I got a laugh to see her
quake in fear when her illegal pets

− ⚑
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 • Reply •

quake in fear when her illegal pets
called her a liar and ran her off stage. I
hope karma pays that woman a visit.

 2△ ▽

 • Reply •

oneteedoffpatriot  
• 6 hours ago

> ⭐  Orphan

Some of them may even work for her.
She won't let them unionize either.....

 1△ ▽

− ⚑

 • Reply •

⭐  Orphan  
• 2 hours ago

> oneteedoffpatriot

Funny. The lefts pets really hate them.
They are only using Pelosi until they
get enough power and she is toast.
Karma. It will be bloody and violent too.

△ ▽
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 • Reply •

Akashara • 7 hours ago

Since Anti-Fa commits acts of violence, I think it serves
communities to know who they are and where they live.
Consider it the same as a published list of pedophiles in your
neighborhood. A community service. They should have one
for BLM since they are a anti-White hate group.

 1△ ▽

− ⚑

 • Reply •

Midway • 16 hours ago

Antifa members 
https://8ch.net/pol/res/104...

 1△ ▽

− ⚑

JonathanBurke • a day ago

"Thousands of ANTIFA Thugs DOXXED" 
--their mommies will now KICK THEIR ASSES !!!

⛺

− ⚑
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 • Reply •

Alfonso Bergamo • a day ago

Send this list to everyone , post it on websites

 1△ ▽
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 • Reply •

VonDuff1 • 5 hours ago

Column: Students like free speech as long as they like the
speech, Clarence Page, Reporter, September 22, 2017, 3:15
PM, http://www.chicagotribune.c...

If they disagree with what you say, about half of America’s
college students believe they have right to prevent you from
saying it. That’s just one of the eye-opening, jaw-dropping
findings in a stunning new survey conducted by John
Villasenor, a senior fellow at Brookings Institution and a
public policy professor at the University of California at Los
Angeles.

△ ▽
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 • Reply •

Hard Little Machine • 6 hours ago

Hunt them down and kill them. Kill them all. Kill their kids and
parents. Kill their partners. Burn down the places they work.

△ ▽

− ⚑

 • Reply •

VonDuff1 • 6 hours ago

HUAC should be re-invigorated, and ANTIFA Thugs should
receive subpoenas.

Lock the VIOLENT ones away, for LIFE.

△ ▽

− ⚑

VonDuff1 • 6 hours ago

This part of the list is somewhat useful.

Fannie Madden-Grider: Former professor at Morehead State
University 
Xenia Madison: -kikebook / xeniamadison Resist cover photo 
Neal Madnick: Sanford H Calhoun High School teacher 
Alexis Maestre-Saborit: Massage Therapist Fort Myers,
Florida 
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Florida 
Jane Maestro: Fundraising Manager at New Hope Charities
(((education: Tel Chai, Israel)) 
F. Rachel Magdalene: Progressive activist, Hillary lover,
fascism & Trumpenfuehrer/GOP resister, Bible scholar, legal
historian, attorney, pastor, mom. -her twitter 
Rudresh Mahanthappa: New York-based jazz alto
saxophonist. Apparently he's "world renowned". 
Scott Mahler: Director, Digital Immerison at Arizona State
University 
Ava Mailloux: Greater NYC area, self proclaimed writer.
"How to talk to your Girlfriend after She Get Groped in a Bar"
- Shark Reef Magazine 
Donna Malamud: Volunteer Coordinator at Kids in the
Spotlight, Inc. Greater LA area. Video entitled "Until We All
Have Healthcare" vimeo / 7095708 
Jerry Malamud: Political Activist & Occupyer in San Diego &
Coachella Valley. Also on kikebook and twitter 
Dominique Malaquais: Ph.D. Columbia University, New York
City. Movie entitled "Men From Nowhere" where she played
herself. A story about a French holocaust survivor with
PTSD. 
Frankie D. Mallis: Professor, English. Arcadia University.
Children's Fantasy Writer 
Christine Mallory: Ms. Christine Mallory serves as Vice
President of Finance at AllClear, was also former CFO at
BlueSpace Software Corp. Lives in Texas. 
Aaron Managhan: Office Assistant at South Puget Sound
Community College. 
Carl Manaster: Bioinformatics Programmer, ActivX
Biosciences. Carl Manaster is a liberal political activist. He's
been programming computers for over twenty years. -
scrumalliance period org.
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VonDuff1 • 6 hours ago

The ANTIFvcks should be outed, and ostracized.
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